
LOS ANGELES: Michael Avenatti, who shot to fame
as the lawyer of adult film star Stormy Daniels, was
arrested on Monday on charges of trying to extort
more than $20 million from Nike and for embezzling a
client’s money. The celebrity attorney, who represent-
ed Daniels in her lawsuit against President Donald
Trump, was arrested in New York based on separate
complaints filed in that city as well as California.  He
was released later Monday following an initial court
appearance and after signing a $300,000 personal
recognizance bond. His travel was also restricted to
California and New York.

According to the complaint filed in New York and
involving the sports apparel giant, Avenatti devised a
scheme to extort millions of dollars from Nike by
threatening to damage the company’s reputation right
before its quarterly earnings and the start of the
NCAA men’s basketball tournament. He accused Nike
of being involved in a basketball bribery scandal and
vowed to go public with his allegations unless the
company agreed to multi-million dollar payments to
him under the guise of legal work, authorities said. 

“Calling this anticipated payout a retainer or a set-
tlement doesn’t change what it was - a shakedown,”
New York federal prosecutor Geoffrey Berman told
reporters. The complaint states that Avenatti, 48, and a
California-based lawyer known for representing
celebrities approached Nike on March 19 with a list of
financial demands. The following day, in a telephone
conversation with attorneys for Nike, Avenatti stated
that if his demands were not met he would “take $10
billion off your client’s market cap... I’m not f**king
around,” according to the complaint. Authorities said he
haggled with Nike attorneys over the amount he should
be paid, finally telling them he would “ride off into the
sunset” if he received $22.5 million. Berman said his
office launched a probe after being contacted by Nike.

Less than an hour before his arrest was announced,
Avenatti tweeted that he would be holding a press
conference Tuesday to “disclose a major high
school/college basketball scandal perpetrated by
@Nike that we have uncovered”. “This criminal con-
duct reaches the highest levels of Nike and involves
some of the biggest names in college basketball,” he
added. In a statement, Nike said it had reached out to
federal officials after the initial meeting with Avenatti
as it would not stand being extorted. “Nike has been
cooperating with the government’s investigation into
NCAA basketball for over a year,” the statement said.
“When Nike became aware of this matter, Nike imme-

diately reported it to federal prosecutors.”
Speaking to reporters after his court appearance in

New York, Avenatti said he was confident he will “be
fully exonerated and justice will be done”. “As all of
you know, for the entirety of my career, I have fought
against the powerful - powerful people and powerful
corporations,” he said. “I will never stop fighting that
good fight.

Avenatti - who at one point entertained the possi-
bility of running for president - embezzled a client’s
money in order to pay his own expenses and debts
and also defrauded a bank by using phony tax returns
to obtain millions of dollars in loans, according to the
two-count criminal complaint filed in California. “The
investigation paints an ugly picture of lawless conduct
and greed,” Nicola Hanna, the US attorney for the
Central District of California, told reporters.

At odds with Avenatti’s claim to be fighting for the
most vulnerable, Hanna said a two-year probe con-
ducted by his office paints a picture of “a corrupt
lawyer who instead fights for his own selfish interests
by misappropriating close to a million dollars that
rightfully belong to one of his clients”. “Lawyers have
a sworn duty to obey the law and protect their
clients,” Hanna said. “Mr Avenatti has breached that
duty and violated the principles of honesty and fair-
ness that he claims to uphold.”

He said Avenatti, who is due to appear in a
California federal court on April 1, faces up to 50 years
in prison if found guilty in the case. He faces up to 47
years in prison on the four extortion-related charges
filed in New York. Daniels - who dropped Avenatti as
her lawyer earlier this month - reacted swiftly, saying
in a tweet that while she was saddened by the news
reports, she was not shocked. “I made the decision
more than a month ago to terminate Michael’s services
after discovering that he had dealt with me extremely
dishonestly and there will be more announcements to
come,” she said. — AFP  
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Based on article 102, the chairman of parliament’s upper
house, Abdelkader Bensalah, would serve as caretaker pres-
ident for at least 45 days in the nation of more than 40 mil-
lion people. El Bilad television said the constitutional council
had convened in special session after Salah’s intervention.

The 82-year-old Bouteflika uses a wheelchair and has
rarely appeared in public since suffering a stroke in 2013. He
has often flown to France or Switzerland for treatment.
Bouteflika said last month he would run for a fifth term in
office, despite concerns about his ability to rule, triggering a
wave of protests that brought hundreds of thousands into
the streets.

On March 11, after returning home from medical check-
ups in Switzerland, he made the surprise announcement that
he was pulling out of the race. But he also postponed the
elections, angering protesters who saw the move as a ploy
to stay in power. Although credited with helping foster
peace after Algeria’s decade-long civil war, Bouteflika has
faced criticism for alleged authoritarianism. His current
mandate expires on April 28.

The army chief’s call was welcomed with car horns
honking in Algiers, where hundreds of students who have
been at the forefront of the protests were back on the
streets yesterday. They were led by a group in traditional
costumes representing several regions of the country, and
holding signs saying: “We are all Algerians, we are all unit-
ed”. “Algerian leaders think we will give up... of course not.

We will be back here every Tuesday until they all leave,”
said Sayet, 24, who studies architecture.

Researchers like Samy Bouchaib from the state-run
Renewable Energy Development Centre joined the rally in
the square outside the capital’s main post office. “We are
opposed to fossilized power. We need a renewable power
with youthful competences,” said Bouchaib. There were also
demonstrations in the Mediterranean port city of Bejaia
where several hundred students marched, vowing to keep
up the pressure. “We want to continue marching even dur-
ing the holidays,” said Saidi Mohamed, as fellow students
around him chanted slogans calling on the country’s political
system to “go away”.

They were joined by farmers driving tractors and
employees of the state-run forestry department in their
khaki uniforms. “What is happening is unprecedented in the
history of Algeria. We all lived to see this moment,” said
Sabrina Zouagui, a teacher of French literature who joined
the protests. “We must say no to the (political) system and
move toward a state of law,” she added. 

Algeria’s powerful military has traditionally manipulated
politics from behind the scenes. The last time it stepped in
during a crisis was in 1992, when the generals cancelled an
election that Islamists were poised to win. That move trig-
gered a civil war that killed an estimated 200,000 people.
Algerians have dark memories of that conflict and the mili-
tary is highly sensitive to any instability. 

Bouteflika, among the veterans of the 1954-62 war of
independence against France who dominate Algeria, con-
solidated his power by outfoxing would-be rivals in the
military and security services, and containing grassroots
discontent. When the “Arab Spring” protests toppled
Arab leaders across the region eight years ago, oil rev-
enues enabled him to boost state spending and buy peace
in the streets. — AFP
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“The time has come to reconcile. But let us ask for-
giveness first.”

Spain’s rejection was immediate and blunt. “The
government of Spain deeply regrets that the letter the
Mexican president sent to his majesty the king, whose
contents we firmly reject, has been made public,” a
statement said. “The arrival, 500 years ago, of
Spaniards to present Mexican territory cannot be
judged in the light of contemporary considerations,” it
said. “Our two brother nations have always known how
to read our shared past without anger and with a con-
structive perspective.”

The demand for an apology comes as Spain gears up
for a snap general election on April 28 in which conser-
vative parties are trying to portray Socialist Prime
Minister Pedro Sanchez as a weak defender of the
nation’s interests because of his attempts at dialogue
with Catalan separatists. The leader of centre-right par-
ty Ciudadanos, Albert Rivera, said Tuesday the Mexican
president’s letter “is an intolerable offence to the
Spanish people”.

Esteban Gonzalez Pons, a lawmaker in the European
Parliament with the conservative Popular Party, said
Lopez Obrador should “stop fighting” dead Spanish
conquistadors and instead fight Venezuelan President
Nicholas Maduro “who continues to kill”. Mexico has
stayed neutral in Venezuela’s crisis and unlike Spain it

has not recognized opposition leader Juan Guaido as
interim president. Arturo Perez-Reverte, one of Spain’s
most popular contemporary writers, also weighed in,
saying if the Mexican president “really believes what he
says he is a fool”. “If he doesn’t believe it, he as no
shame,” he added. But far-left party Podemos said the
Mexican president was “right” to demand an apology.

After making his remarks, Lopez Obrador visited the
city of Centla, the scene of the first battle between
Spanish conquistador Hernan Cortes and the indigenous
peoples of the land now known as Mexico, on March 14,
1519. With the help of horses, swords, guns and smallpox
- all unknown in the New World at the time - Cortes led
an army of fewer than 1,000 men to defeat the Aztec
empire, the start of 300 years of Spanish rule over
Mexico. The abuses continued until independence in
1821, and beyond, Lopez Obrador said. “Thousands of
people were murdered during this period. One culture
and civilization imposed itself on another,” he said later
in a speech. 

Mexico has a complicated relationship with its colo-
nial past. Its history, culture, food and the Mexican
people themselves are the product of “mestizaje”, the
mixing of the Old and New Worlds. According to a
government study, 98 percent of Mexicans have some
combination of indigenous, European and African
ancestry. But although that mixture made modern
Mexico - and gave the world chocolate, tacos de carni-
tas and Day of the Dead - it is also a past tainted by
violence, rape and oppression. Lopez Obrador, 65, took
office in December after a landslide election win that
represented a firm break with Mexico’s traditional
political parties. A folksy populist, he pulls no punches
in going after elites and has sought to cast himself as a
champion of indigenous peoples. — AFP 
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as to avoid complaints that Syrian refugees get pref-
erential treatment, says Mathias Eick, a spokesman for
the EU’s humanitarian operations. “We’ve assigned 86
million euros to the program to date,” he told AFP.

Turkey is home to around 3.5 million Syrian refugees,
and most of those benefitting from the program are Syrian.
According to UNICEF data, around 600,000 school-age
Syrian children are in education in Turkey while another
400,000 are not. Hundreds, perhaps thousands of students
who have officially signed up for classes end up skipping
school to work and help their families survive.

At Fatmeh’s school in Adana, teachers listed absent
students and contacted their parents to persuade them
to let their children return, with the program as an incen-
tive. “The teachers in school were able to persuade my
father by explaining how the aid could help,” she said. “It

wasn’t hard because he always pushed me to go to
school, but it was me who helped out in the house.”

Twelve-year-old Moussab, also from Aleppo, found
himself back at school three weeks ago after missing the
first term. “We needed the money so I skipped school to
work in a tailor’s workshop. I earned 500 lira a month,”
he said. Reem Zeidane, one of the school’s administra-
tors, said last month they managed to bring back 45 of
the 150 children who were absent from classes. “This
payment makes a big difference for the families, espe-
cially those who have four or five children,” Zeidane said.

Turkish authorities and UNICEF have also set up a
“non-formal” education program, including Turkish
courses, for refugee children and adolescents who have
not attended school for at least three years. As part of
this program, 13-year-old Ali takes Turkish lessons every
morning in a youth center in Adana. In the afternoon, he
works in a car workshop for a monthly salary of 400 lira.
Ali’s father, Hamza, is unemployed after two accidents at
work, and his mother is ill. With four sisters, three of
them in school, he is the main breadwinner. “If one day
our situation improves, I’ll quit work and sign up for
school,” he said. — AFP 
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ISLAMABAD: Pakistani Prime Minister Imran Khan
said he feared another security incident with India,
after the two nuclear-armed countries engaged in a
dangerous escalation that fuelled “war hysteria” in New
Delhi ahead of elections next month. In an interview
with the Financial Times yesterday, Khan said tensions
were still high even after the crisis over a militant attack
in the disputed region of Kashmir had eased with the
release of an Indian pilot captured by Pakistani forces.
“I’m still apprehensive before the elections, I feel that
something could happen,” Khan told the newspaper.

Pakistan and India, which have fought three wars
since gaining independence from Britain in 1947,
passed through a crisis last month after India accused
Pakistan of being behind a militant attack that killed 40
policemen in Pulwama, in Indian-controlled Kashmir in
February. Islamabad denied responsibility for the
attack, which was claimed by Pakistan-based militant
group Jaish-e Mohammed, but the attack prompted
India to launch a cross border air strike against what it
said was a militant training camp in Pakistan.

Pakistan responded with air strikes of its own and
in an ensuing dog fight over Kashmir, at least one
Indian plane was shot down and its pilot captured.
The pilot was subsequently returned to India, leading
to an easing in the crisis. Khan has offered to hold

talks with Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi over
the issue, the latest in a long series of confrontations
over Kashmir, a majority Muslim region that is claimed
by both countries. However he said Modi’s govern-
ment appeared to be using the tensions for electoral
purposes.

“When Pulwama happened I felt that Mr Modi’s
government used that to build this war hysteria,” Khan
told the Financial Times. “The Indian public should
realize that this is all for winning the elections, it’s noth-
ing to do with the real issues of the subcontinent.” He
repeated a denial that Pakistan was involved in the
Pulwama attack and said a crackdown had been
launched against militant groups. Although the immedi-
ate crisis has eased, parts of Pakistani airspace contin-
ue to be closed to overflights, causing severe disruption
to several international airline operations.

A spokesman for Pakistan’s Civil Aviation Authority
said major airports had been re-opened and most
commercial flights resumed after Pakistani airspace
was closed during the height of the standoff but some
areas were still closed. “Part of the airspace is still
closed for overflying - it’s partially open and partially
closed. All major airports are open but a small part of
the airspace is still closed,” the spokesman said,
declining to elaborate.— Reuters 
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NEW YORK: Attorney Michael Avenatti speaks to the
press after leaving the federal courthouse in
Manhattan on Monday. — AFP 

STRASBOURG: European Union lawmakers voted
yesterday to scrap the practice of moving clocks for-
ward by an hour in spring then back again in the
autumn in the bloc from April 2021, two years later than
the EU executive initially proposed. The European
Parliament voted by 410 to 192 in favor of ending the
practice of seasonal time shifts. The vote is not the last
word on the issue but will form the basis of discussions
with EU countries to produce a final law. The countries
have yet to take a stance.

EU law has required all countries in the bloc to
observe daylight saving time, moving clocks forward by
an hour on the last Sunday of March and back by an
hour on the final Sunday in October. The practice of
switching the clocks, also observed in countries such as
the United States, was first introduced in World War
One to save energy by prolonging evening daylight in
summer.

The European Commission proposed in September
ending the practice after an EU-wide opinion survey
showed a large majority in favour of doing so. The sur-
vey generated 4.6 million responses, with 84 percent of
respondents wanting to end seasonal clock changes.
Critics say the survey was dominated by Germans, who

made up 70 percent of the respondents.
A parliament report in favor of operating on a single

time throughout the year said scientific studies link time
changes to diseases of the cardiovascular or immune
systems because they interrupt biological cycles, and
that there were no longer any energy savings. “New
technology and different ways of living mean that we
no longer earn anything (from time change), in fact we
don’t save,” Marita Ulvskog, the lawmaker in charge of
the time change file, told the EU parliament during a
debate on the issue on Monday.

If the Commission’s original proposal had passed,
the coming weekend would have been the last occasion
to set clocks forward, with EU countries then deciding
whether to stick to permanent summer time or switch
back in October to permanent winter time. Countries
would not then be able to change their clocks forward
and backward during the year, but would be free to
decide which time zone they wanted to be in. 

The European Union will have 27 members once
Britain leaves the bloc. The UK government has indicat-
ed it will stick to the current system after Brexit. The
seasonal time shift has also been the subject of debate
in the United States, where legislators have tried
unsuccessfully to abolish it. For now, Hawaii and most of
Arizona do not follow the practice since World War
Two of adjusting clocks. Russia decided in 2011 to
switch to permanent summer time in an attempt to
improve citizens’ well-being but shifted to permanent
winter time in 2014 after public complaints. The majori-
ty of countries outside Europe and North America do
not adjust their clocks. —  Reuters 
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In this file video grab taken from footage broadcast by Algeria's "Canal Algerie" on March 11, 2019, Algerian President
Abdelaziz Bouteflika (R) meets with Algeria's army chief Ahmed Gaid Salah in the capital Algiers. —  AFP


